Movements & actions (K-1)
Word-family map

- keeps
- kept
- keeping

- housekeeper
- shopkeeper
- innkeeper
- storekeeper
- bookkeeper
- keep out

- keep

- keeper
Movements & actions (K-1)
Word-family map

- Helps
  - helped
  - helping

- Help-desk
  - self-help

- Helper
  - helpful
  - helpfully
  - helpless
  - helplessly

- Unhelpful
  - unhelpfully
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Movements & actions (K-1)
Multiple-meaning-word map

- Bobby and Dy try to wave at the bus. The bus can't see them... Bobby and Dy **run** fast and catch up. *(Will they get here?)*

- Was it safe for baby dinosaurs to hunt for food alone? No! Enemies were all around. And baby dinosaurs could not fight or **run** fast. They could only hide. *(Dinosaur babies)*

- **Run**

- Elijah McCoy's oil cup worked! It oiled the engine while the train was **running**. *(All aboard)*

- **To move faster than walking (v)**

- **To be switched on and working—for machines (v)**

- Radios, computers, and television sets all **run** on electricity. *(Electricity)*
This is a car today. How have cars changed? How have cars stayed the same? (About 100 years ago)

Can we see snakes change? This snake will shed its old skin. It will get fresh skin. (My sidewalks)

My mama empties all her change from tips out of her purse for me to count. Then we push all of the coins into the jar. (A chair for my mother)

He added up the bill. I handed him my ten dollars. He gave me my change. (Where the red fern grows)